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In these cases, history was shown but not told; on the
other hand, some history, which are not the glorious
one, are not even wished to be told or shown, such as
the history of the Prison Amalia in Plaça Folch i Torres,
located in between Raval and the Eixample.
The need of the history to be remembered is something that also interested the President department of
the Generalitat, which is financing the research work of
the ‘SomAtents’ [http://somatents.com/], a collective
of journalists who are giving voice to forgotten memories of the well-known Catalan capital, Barcelona.They
strongly believe that the histories that are normally forgotten in our society - the ones that happen in the margins, the dark and negative ones - should not be ignored by the citizen, in order to understand the changes
of the society and city in the 21st century. Also, they
encouraged the urban society should always give voice
to memories in both ways, to be told and to be shown.

COME, LOOK AT THIS! : Memories Call Out
Urbanists and landscape architects have always to deal
with the history of the place in which they are going to
site their intervention. Not only for the fact that there is
a kind of respect to the past, but also because history,
through memory, could permit space to be recognized
as a place.
Such as creating public space is something related to
not only social and economical issues, but also political
ones, the kind of projects related to memory are clearly depending on the different interests of governments
that are going to decide which kind of intervention the
city and their politics should need.
During the government of Convergencia (2011-2015),
Barcelona has been through some projects and interventions related to memories and its way to be shown.
For example, the medieval city was drawn in the public
space of the surroundings of Born Market (finished in
2015). The architect explained that this decision gives two levels of reading: the history, through the archeological old traces and the more recent memory,
through the materiality of the tiles that were taken from
the pre-existing streets before the intervention, a very
subtle way to make people aware of the past. At the
same time also in the very first proposal of the Rambla
del Raval, old traces of the buildings that were there
before the demolition by the plan PERI are underlined
on pavement.

Another association, Laberint cultura, (ajuntament.bcn.
cat/teatrearnau) is working for the rehabilitation of the
Teatre Arnau, located at a nearby square. They are collecting an archive of old photographs from the neighbourhood in order to maintain some lost memories of
the city, not to be forgotten.

HOW DID THIS COME ABOUT? :
Make Visible The Invisibles
How many people still know that Plaza Folch i Torres
was a prison until 1936?
In 2016, the collective of SomAtents decided to do a
small intervention on Plaça Folch i Torres: drew the perimeter lines of the prison with red tapes [Fig.1] , giving
a trigger of the memory of the place by making invisibles visible again.

Figure 1 : An intervention indicated the perimeter of the prison by the
collective SomAtents, 2016
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Following the same concept, on the 9th of October
2018, we decided to do a small intervention [Fig.2], asking the square’s users to leave their footprints on the
floor, with the campaign “The past has been forgotten.
We should not forget the present”, inviting consciousness about the visibles of the present and invisibles of
the past. The result somehow helped us to understand
that every urban space has its own distinctive history
and social cohesion. What the place used to be in the
past should not be forgotten also as the memories of
people who are using the place today, which are mostly
immigrants living in the Raval.
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Definitely, the users of the plaza today and people who
are passing by have no idea how this place used to be
and are not even interested on knowing it at all. This
society’s distortion could become a big topic or discussion in the modern world. Should the society leave
all their memories behind and enthusiastically head to
the future?

WHAT IS IT NOW? : A Story To Be Told
‘An urban space is never a blank page.’
Steven Delva, Landspace architect & Urbanist
The essay : Why we shape space / IN TOUCH
Landscape Architecture Europe
Every urban space has its own stories, histories and
memories. Wherever we are standing on now in the
present has been through so many events in the past,
no matter if they are positive or negative.
Plaza Folch i Torres is one of the urban spaces which
has been through lots of different events in the past
185 years. Some of them are strongly related to politics, economy and society of Spain, sadly they don’t
have the opportunity to be unfolded.
From the very beginning, the place was occupied by
fields of crops and orchards. In 1833, a convent was
built in between the limits of the Roman walls and named ‘Sant Vincent de Paul’. After all , the convent was
burnt down.

Figure 2 : An intervention, asking people to leave their footprints
on the floor. After the campaign “The past has been forgotten. We
should not forget the present” on 9th October 2018

While there has been a lot going on in terms of memories, the only memorial given in the plaza today is a
metal signage at the right corner next to Ronda de Sant
Pau [Fig.3], with a few words and photos explaining
that the place used to be a prison.

Figure 3 : A metal signage as a
memorial explaining the that the
place used to be a prison in the
corner of Plaza Folch i Torres.

In 1839, the prison Reina Amalia was established.
Since then, men and women were kept in this prison.
The number of prisoners reached a maxium of 1500
people in 1847 (the maximum should have been 250).
Due to the density, the conditions behind the wall were
extreme. The El Garrot Vil, a painting of Ramon Casas
[Fig.4], was an evidence of the public execution that
happened in one of the patios of the prison in 1894. In
1904, male prisoners were moved to another prison in
Les Corts, la Maternidad, and the prison Reina Amalia
became ‘a prison for women’ since then.

Figure 4 : The El Garrot Vil, a painting of Ramon Casas ,1894.
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Figure 5 : The timeline of Plaza Folch i Torres

Figure 6 : Changes of functions and users of Plaza Folch i Torres
through times
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According to the tremendous increase of Barcelona’s
population in the first decades of the 20th century, the
women were caught for smalls crimes, the ones for surviving, like small robberies, being the wife of anarchists,
and claimed as witches or prostitutes, or for their political ideas. It all happened in between 1904 and 1936.
On the 19 July 1936, a group of anarchists burst down
the prison door and released all the prisoners, and the
demolition of the prison happened in October 1936.

The latest renovation of the plaza was recently done in
December 2017, designed by Jordi Farrando, and with
a program created through social participation of the
neighbours. The participatory project started with the
government of Convergencia in 2014. The neighbours
strongly wanted the possibility of the square to be the
cohesion in between the two neighbourhoods, creating a kind of transparency that could give them more
security.

Later on, in Franco’s regime, there is not much evidence about how the place has been transformed. It can
be supposed that in 1963 there have been some changes in the design of this place because the plaza was
named “Josep Maria Folch i Torres”, a famous Catalan
writer.

As the neighbours asked the architect to design one
open space plaza , slope gently from Ronda de St. Pau
towards Carrer de Reina Amalia that solved the problem
of insecurity. The space is also divided by a fragmented
area that contains different types of playgrounds. The
main circulation, acclaimed as the entrance to Raval,
is fixed and situated on the side of carrer de Lleialtat.
In reality, people prefer to use square in diagonal direction, as the ‘path of desire’ proofs [Fig.8].

After the decades of Franco, in 1985 the square was
renovated, including a fountain and two different levels
of plaza, one for Raval and one for Eixample [Fig.7].
The lines of the palm trees in the middle of the plaza
became an identity of the plaza, also because they reminded of the palm tree in which people were hanged
during the prison time.
Afterwards, when Raval was starting to become a conflict neighbourhood, drug dealers and homeless started occupying this place, due to the fact that different
levels design helped concealing the sight of the police.
Then the neighbours started to feel uncomfortable and
to ask for a new design which could bring safety.

Figure 8 : Path of desire which is occuring in the diagonal direction
of the plaza.

The participatory project has taken into account the
voices of the local neighbourhood, mainly in terms of
security and functionality, but for historical issue: it was
not even put on the table by the old administration or
people living in the neighbourhood.
“It is better than before.” said most users of the plaza
we have talked to.
Obviously, the new design of the plaza [Fig.9] has successfully solved problems and it is favourable for most
of the present users, occupied by activities, serving
one of the highest density neighbourhood in Barcelona,
just like other voids in the big city.
But for all of memories this place has been through, we
see no traces.
Figure 7 : The image of the Plaza Folch i Torres before the latest
renovation. 1985-2015
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Figure 9 : The image of the Plaza Folch i Torres as the newest design,
2017. Photo by Adria Goula.

SO WHAT SHOULD WE THINK OF IT? :
Dealing With Memories
The sense of memory can be firmly integrated with public space in various aspects. From small subtle memorial elements to emotional memorial spaces, are all
add-on values which can be used in the project depending on their point of view, without losing their own
function as a public space.
Plaza Folch i Torres today is a white blank page, a container of social activities. Since all the memories have
been removed, it has been removed also its sense of
place. It means none of those historical elements and
perceptions were decided to be kept or remembered.
Its design does not belong to the site as it can be placed anywhere else as a public square. However, the
square is working very well as a public space in terms

of function and gives mostly pleasure to the citizens
and neighbourhood.
Since there are various ways of how to deal with the
places with memories, it can possibly categorize and
simplify into three main categories according to the
range of memorial and functionality, as it can be seen in
the chart below [Fig.10].
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forbidden, and lots of children are playing and running
around the labyrinth, or it is even a famous place to play
Pokemon-GO. The joyful atmosphere today is somehow a big contrast with the objection of the memorial
place, but what if this is the modern way to understand
how to live life, in the same time, not forgetting the past.

Figure 10 : Range chart of memorial and funtionality

First example, after the jewish deportation in Berlin there was not much place to remember, everything was
bombed and destroyed in the second world war. The
artist, Gunter Demnig, designed to place 5,000 brass
stumbling blocks with the names and dates of people who have been sent to the concentration camp
[Fig.11]: this among the pavements of the street and
public spaces in German capital. This small intervention blends itself modestly with the surrounding, they
are hardly noticed, if not just stepping them. However,
the project gives a big value and strong emotional memory of the past.

Figure 12 : The Memorial to Murdered Jews of Europe in Berlin, designed by Peter Eisenman.

Figure 11 : The intervention of named brass blocks in Berlin by Gunter Demnig.

In contrary, the Memorial to Murdered Jews of Europe
in Berlin [2004], designed by Peter Eisenman is really
evident [Fig.12]. The site situated on the former berlin wall contained lots of history. The final appearance
is a composition of 2711 concrete blocks in 19.000
square meters. Each block is implied as ‘stele’ (the ancient inscribed stone pillars which refer to the dead)
in abstract way. The narrow pathway in between each
massive block creates a labyrinth, a sense of lost and
disorientation that the Jews felt during that time in the
concentration camp.
However, today this memorial place is often used as
a recreation public space and tourist attraction. Many
people are sitting on the top of the blocks even if it is

As can be seen, memory is one of the element to help
reveal sense of place which can be interpreted into
various designed element in the project, for example,
vegetations, existing constructed elements, water way,
people perceptions and experiences, both intangible
and tangible.
These elements give such a huge value to place and
strongly create valuable character, stories and uniqueness to each projects, which are making every design
belong to each specific place.
Additionally, the projects can somehow be implied as
the differences between ‘funnel’ and ‘sponge’ [Fig.13].
According to their flexibility and permeability, Plaza
Folch i Torres design is lacking both of them. Fixed
main circulation and fragmented pieces of functions
does not allow the plaza to have enough flexibility, its
design shaped people to use the plaza only in the way
it was designed, and does not leave any void in terms
of reflecting the sense of the place through its history
and the past: just like the ‘funnel’.
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Should we think about the plaza as ‘sponge’? The
flexible place which can take all the users, activities,
participatory process into account, as well as ‘sense of
place’. The disclosure of memory does not have to be
a big intervention that destroys the plaza’s functionality,
but could be something subtle that can appear only
when you squeeze a sponge.

Figure 13 : Funnel and sponge.

WHAT IS THE LARGER PERSPECTIVE? :
Memories As A Root Of Society
As designers, we ask ourselves what happens if we
take memories and histories of a place into account
in the design. Studying landscape architecture and architecture , one of the most important lesson taught is
how to find the real sensation and true value of a place:
Genius Loci, to whom we should have respect, and
how to interpret it into the design.
Sometimes it might seem that bringing out sense of
place to the design is hard. But with permeability and
flexibility, the place can allow the the sense of place and
memories to be present.
If the public space could work as a sponge, while it
is serving the demand of people of all generation, it
should permit the space itself the possibility to breath
and to absorb the history and memories which goes
through it at the same time.
“We usually relate to place physically and mentally;
both of these relationships are very important in our
understanding of place. [...] Memory association is very
important in creating a sense of place.”
Qazi Mowla A., Memory Association in Place Making:
Understanding an Urban Space

To conclude, both ways of presenting the memories
are important - the figurative way, to reach the people attention, and the explanatory way, to make people understand and aware of the past by any designed
elements and emotional experiences that the architect
aims people to perceived.
Not only the the glorious or important history that need
be shown- such as the projects of the Mercado del
Born - or the little explanation of negative history through the small information board at Plaza Folch i Torres.
We, as citizens, need to enhance and remember the
both of kind of memories as if it is the roots of the our
society in order to develop to the future.
“Planning the future without sense of history is like
planting cut flowers”
Daniel J. Boorstin, an American historian (1914-2004)
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APPENDIX
- VDO of intervention at Plaza Folch i Torres on 9th October 2018.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFaWmFKqNrU
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